Gaofen-4 is a geostationary orbit area array imaging satellite. Due to the difficulty of the on-orbit radiometric calibration of area array cameras, there is system noise in the images. This paper analyzes the source of the system noise, constructs a noise model of Gaofen-4, and proposes a practical method to remove the system noise using multiple images. Gaussian filtering is used to remove radiometric characteristics, and the Grubbs criterion is used to remove gradient characteristics, thereby transforming the images into noise images. System noise can be removed using correction coefficients obtained by superimposing multiple noise images. Using a variety of denoising methods to perform contrast experiments, the results show that the proposed method can effectively maintain image edge details and texture information while removing image noise.
Introduction
The non-uniform response of charge-coupled device (CCD) detectors, dark current in CCDs and other factors will cause system noise in remote sensing images. Most system noises can be filtered out in relative radiometric calibration; however, if the relative radiometric calibration coefficients are not accurate enough or the satellite state has changed, there will be some residual system noise in the images, which will seriously affect the application of remote sensing data [1] . Gaofen-4 is the first civil high-resolution geostationary orbit area array imaging satellite of China [2] . Due to the special structure of the area array camera, its on-orbit radiometric calibration is more complicated, and its radiometric calibration accuracy is weaker than low-orbit pushbroom satellites. The purpose of this paper is to reduce the system noise in Gaofen-4 images and improve data quality.
Image denoising methods can be divided into spatial domain methods and transform domain methods. Spatial domain methods utilize the correlation and statistical characteristics between pixels to design filters that reduce image noise [3] . Typical methods, such as median filtering and mean filtering, use neighborhood correlation to remove noise. There are two problems with denoising methods that are based on neighborhood correlation. First, they use pixel gray value differences to measure the similarity between pixels and determine corresponding weights, but due to the influence of random noise, there may be large deviations between the noise-containing value and the actual value. Second, because self-similarity is a basic attribution of an image, similar pixels may spread over the entire image, rather than apply selectively to its neighborhood. Toward the resolution of above problems, non-local mean (NLM) denoising methods have achieved great progress. Buades et al. proposed a patch-based filtering method [4] , which Dabov et al. extended to three dimensions to The system noise of Gaofen-4 are mainly caused by the different responses of optical systems, the different responses of CCD detectors, broken detectors, dark currents in CCDs, and so on [20] . These factors will cause stripe noise in pushbroom satellites. However, as Gaofen-4 is equipped with an area array camera, these factors will cause point noise. Among these factors, the different responses of optical systems, the different responses of CCD detectors, and broken detectors will cause multiplicative noise; dark currents in CCDs will cause additive noise.
In general, these influencing factors should be filtered out in the relative radiometric correction. However, if the correction coefficients are not accurate enough or the satellite state changes, multiplicative and additive noise will remain in the images and become system noise. For a linear responsive sensor, the relative radiometric correction model can be described by Equation (1): The experimental data are all Level-1 images that have already been processed by relative radiometric correction in the data production stage. So, the DN value of a Level-1 image has changed, and can be described by Equation (2): The system noise of Gaofen-4 are mainly caused by the different responses of optical systems, the different responses of CCD detectors, broken detectors, dark currents in CCDs, and so on [20] . These factors will cause stripe noise in pushbroom satellites. However, as Gaofen-4 is equipped with an area array camera, these factors will cause point noise. Among these factors, the different responses of optical systems, the different responses of CCD detectors, and broken detectors will cause multiplicative noise; dark currents in CCDs will cause additive noise.
In general, these influencing factors should be filtered out in the relative radiometric correction. However, if the correction coefficients are not accurate enough or the satellite state changes, multiplicative and additive noise will remain in the images and become system noise. For a linear responsive sensor, the relative radiometric correction model can be described by Equation (1) The experimental data are all Level-1 images that have already been processed by relative radiometric correction in the data production stage. So, the DN value of a Level-1 image has changed, and can be described by Equation (2): The system noise of Gaofen-4 are mainly caused by the different responses of optical systems, the different responses of CCD detectors, broken detectors, dark currents in CCDs, and so on [20] . These factors will cause stripe noise in pushbroom satellites. However, as Gaofen-4 is equipped with an area array camera, these factors will cause point noise. Among these factors, the different responses of optical systems, the different responses of CCD detectors, and broken detectors will cause multiplicative noise; dark currents in CCDs will cause additive noise.
In general, these influencing factors should be filtered out in the relative radiometric correction. However, if the correction coefficients are not accurate enough or the satellite state changes, multiplicative and additive noise will remain in the images and become system noise. For a linear responsive sensor, the relative radiometric correction model can be described by Equation (1):
where DN c is the corrected digital number (DN) value without system noise, DN r is the original DN value of the received data (Level-0 image), B is the offset value, and NG is the normalized gain value. The original DN value DN r was polluted by multiplicative noise and additive noise. The experimental data are all Level-1 images that have already been processed by relative radiometric correction in the data production stage. So, the DN value of a Level-1 image has changed, and can be described by Equation (2):
where B 1 and NG 1 are the relative radiometric correction coefficients used in the data production stage, and DN c,1 is the DN value of a Level-1 image. Equation (2) is substituted into Equation (1), and Equation (1) can be modified as:
Equation (3) is still a linear function, where α = NG 1 /NG is used to correct multiplicative noise and β = (B − B1)/NG is used to correct additive noise. Multiplicative noise is the major factor of Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 759 4 of 12 system noise, and additive noise is the secondary factor. In addition, the number of multiple images is small; it is difficult to calculate β accurately based on the least square method by such a small sample. Based on these considerations, we set β to 0, and α can be obtained by Equation (4):
If the accurate α can be obtained, the system noise of Gaofen-4 can be filtered out. Therefore, the key to filtering out the Gaofen-4 system noise lies in simulating the corresponding noise-free image.
Pushbroom optical satellites are equipped with linear array CCD cameras. Linear array CCD cameras have a small number of detector cells, typically several thousands. Each column of the image is taken by same detector cell. With the accumulation of data, the response curve of each detector cell can be drawn and used for uniform correction. However, geostationary satellites are equipped with area array cameras. Area array cameras have up to hundreds of millions of detector cells, and every pixel in a picture is taken by a different detector cell. Even though the thousands of images are used for statistics, it is still not enough to describe the response curve of each detector cell. Therefore, traditional on-orbit radiometric calibration is ineffective for area array cameras, and the radiometric calibration coefficients are relatively inaccurate.
Suppose there are unlimited numbers of noise-free images, and the feature distribution of each image is irrelevant. As the number of multiple images increases, their superimposed image should tend to be uniform gradually. If system noise exists in multiple images, it will be highlighted in the superimposed image; then, random variables, such as radiation features, random noise, topography, and spatial information will be gradually eliminated. However, both prerequisites are not established in reality. First, the number of multiple images is limited. Second, the data contain many gaze images, repeated images, and overlapping images, which means there is a correlation between images. Therefore, these random variables cannot be completely eliminated, and become error terms. Among these random variables, the greatest influencing factors are the different radiation characteristics and gradient characteristics among the multiple images. If the radiation characteristics and gradient characteristics can be eliminated, the position and intensity of the system noise can be determined by multiple images of a small number, and the system noise can be removed easily.
Based on this idea, the main flow of system noise removal for the Gaofen-4 area array camera includes four steps: (1) eliminate the radiation characteristics, (2) eliminate the gradient characteristics, (3) calculate the correction coefficients, and (4) filter the system noise. The flow chart is as shown in Figure 3 :
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Elimination of Radiation Characteristics
The radiation characteristics of remote sensing images are affected by many factors, including light intensity, imaging angle, spectral range, and underlying surface type. Under the coupling of various factors, it is almost impossible to construct a complete and accurate model, and exclude each 
The radiation characteristics of remote sensing images are affected by many factors, including light intensity, imaging angle, spectral range, and underlying surface type. Under the coupling of various factors, it is almost impossible to construct a complete and accurate model, and exclude each influencing factor one-by-one based on the constructed model. Therefore, we convert the original
image into a texture image to eliminate most of the radiation characteristics and only retain gradient distribution and noises. The texture image is produced by Equation (5):
where T is the texture image, I is the input image, I f is the blurred image processed by Gaussian filtering, and (i, j) are the image coordinates. Figure 4 shows the radiation characteristics elimination result, where (a) is the original image, (b) is the corresponding blurred image, and (c) is the corresponding texture image. It can be seen from Figure 4 that snow, rocks, and shadows in the original image are easy to distinguish. However, in the texture image, the difference between rock and snow is basically eliminated, and the difference between shadows and normal features is also weakened. Noise can hardly be observed in the original image, but after the elimination of radiation characteristics, noise is greatly enhanced in the texture image.
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 5 is the spectra before and after filtering of a random pixel in the Gaofen-4 VNIR image. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the dispersion of the spectrum is greatly reduced by the elimination of the radiation characteristics. The spectrum before filtering is distributed between 0.3252 and 0.4785, and the spectrum after filtering is distributed between 0.9916 and 0.9996.
These phenomenon indicate that most of the spectral information and part of the structural information can be eliminated, and the noise intensity and image gradient information can be enhanced by the elimination of radiation characteristics. Figure 5 is the spectra before and after filtering of a random pixel in the Gaofen-4 VNIR image. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the dispersion of the spectrum is greatly reduced by the elimination of the radiation characteristics. The spectrum before filtering is distributed between 0.3252 and 0.4785, and the spectrum after filtering is distributed between 0.9916 and 0.9996.
These phenomenon indicate that most of the spectral information and part of the structural information can be eliminated, and the noise intensity and image gradient information can be enhanced by the elimination of radiation characteristics.
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Elimination of Gradient Characteristics
After the elimination of radiation characteristics, most of the spectral information has been removed, and most of the noise and gradient information has been preserved and enhanced. As the above description, system noise mainly comes from the different responses of CCD detectors, so their position, change direction, and range are fixed. Gradient information mainly comes from topography, and their position, change direction, and range are random. For multiple texture images, values with the same image coordinates can be constituted as an array. In this array, the distributed elements will be centrally influenced by system noise, and randomly influenced by gradient information. So, gradient information can be removed by rejecting gross errors in this array.
Since the elements distribution satisfies the Gaussian distribution and the number of samples is small (in this paper, the number of multiple images is 38), the Grubbs criterion is used to reject gross errors. The Grubbs criterion is suitable for rejecting gross errors from samples of a small number, and the determination of gross errors is independent of the mean and variance, and is easy to adjust and control [21] . The samples are written as y i , i = 1, · · · , N, and the observation data model can be constructed as Equation (6):
The mean y and standard deviation σ of the samples are expressed as Equation (7):
Based on Shen et al. [21] , a variable v can be established as Equation (8):
and the variable can be transferred as Equation (9):
Equation (9) is a t-distribution variable with N − 2 degrees of freedom. Based on Shen et al. [21] , when a test level α is given, t α (N − 2) can be calculated. The statistic v α , which is independent of both the mean and standard deviation, can be further calculated as Equation (10):
The statistic v α is the threshold that is used to determine if the elements are normal. If v > v α , the sample can be judged as a gross error and removed. In this paper, α is set to 90%, and the gross error obtained by each test is replaced by the mean of the samples. The results are shown in Figure 6 , where (a) shows the compared arrays before and after removing the gross errors, (b) is a texture image, and (c) is the corresponding noise image. By comparing (b) and (c), it can be clearly seen that the high-gradient regions in the texture image, such as mountains and rivers, are filtered out basically, and only the noise points are revised in the noise image.
Results and Discussion
Thirty-eight Gaofen-4 VNIR images are selected as experiment data to calculate the correction coefficients, and one of them is selected as test data to check the denoising effect. The correction coefficient map of Gaofen-4 VNIR band 4 is shown in Figure 7 , and the denoised result is shown in Figure 8 .
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The effective removal of image noise while preserving edge details and texture information is key to remote sensing image denoising. It can be seen from the results in Figure 9 that local sigma, BM3D, and the proposed method all have considerable denoising effects. With the increase of sigma value, the denoising ability of local sigma and BM3D are both improving, but their edge details and texture information retention effects are degenerating. When sigma is equal to three, local sigma has a similar SNR to the proposed method, which are 35.6646 dB and 35.8638 dB, respectively. However, it can be seen from comparing Figure 9d and Figure 9h that local sigma has lost more edge details and texture information than the proposed method. Figure 9e -g are all processed by BM3D. When sigma is equal to one, a lot of noise remained in Figure 9e . When sigma is equal to two, the noise intensity is decreasing rapidly in Figure 9f , but blocky traces are appearing, which seriously influences the visual effect. When sigma is equal to three, the noise is further denoising in Figure 9g , and the SNR is substantially increasing to 37.3435 dB. However, the image is overly smoothed at this time, and the similarity with the original image is seriously decreased, which has affected the practical application of the data. The proposed method removes system noise based on correlation to the time axis of the multiple images, not correlation of neighborhood. Therefore, the proposed method can remove system noise while retaining edge details and texture information effectively.
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